Year 2 Learning at Home
Date: Friday 13th October 2017

Name:

What a busy week we have had! This week, the children have shared the story ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ by Ronda and David Armitage
and have used their recall to sequence the story. They painted seagulls from the story and created a lighthouse collage with craft resources.
They have also been learning about what a lighthouse is and where they might be found. In Maths, we have been focusing on solving addition
and subtraction word problems.

Be Read To

Learning at home challenge:

• _______________________
• _______________________

It’s been lovely to look at the
Islands the children have created.
They have been fantastic and so
creative.

Grammar

Spelling Focus

Bedtime and other stories I have
listened to...

In grammar this week we have been learning This week we have been looking at words that
about using apostrophes for contraction
have the sound ‘oo’ in them.
e.g. ‘I will’ becomes ‘I’ll.’
Practise writing the ones below:
I have – I’ve
do not – don’t
can not – can’t
I am – I’m
she is – she’s
he is – he’s
would not – wouldn’t
could not – couldn’t
should not – shouldn’t
it is – it’s

Parents Comments:

moon
spoon
food
room
soon
fool
screw

drew
threw
new
glue
blue
true
Tuesday

Teachers Comments:

Outings and Visits

Maths
This week in maths we have been learning to solve
addition and subtraction word problems using our
written strategies.
e.g. Sam had 15 cars and his friend had 13 cars.
How many cars did they have altogether?
Try the ones below:
1. Ben counts 38 red cars. Sita counts 23 blue
cars. How many cars do they count
altogether?
2. Sarah has 24 cupcakes gives away 11, how
many does she have left?
3. He wanted to collect 100 cards, he collected
50, then 30, how many left to collect?
Challenge:
Can you write a word problem of your own?

